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Abstract—Future high-performance safety-relevant applications
require microcontrollers delivering higher performance than the
existing certified ones. However, means for assessing their dependability are needed so that they can be certified against
safety critical certification standars (e.g ISO26262). Dependability
assessment analyses performed at high level of abstraction inject
single faults to investigate the effects these have in the system.
In this work we show that single faults do not comprise the
whole picture, due to fault multiplicities and reactivations. Later
we prove that, by injecting complex fault models that consider
multiplicities and reactivations in higher levels of abstraction,
results are substantially different, thus indicating that a change
in the methodology is needed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Technology scaling has allowed processor’s semiconductors
industry achieving performance numbers beyond Gigaflops with
reduced power budget by including a vast number of computational nodes in the same chip [1]. In the safety critical domain
the huge amount of available processing power is expected to
fullfil the high demands for performance guarantees of new
applications like autonomous driving systems [10]. However,
hardware systems targeting safety critical applications need to
go through a certification process step validating its compliance
with the standards [9] [5].
The need for a thorough verification and test process that
certification standards poses to hardware systems may preclude
the use of complex hardware platforms in the context of critical
applications. Currently, the verification and test process takes
between 50% and 70% of the design effort for a simple
microcontroller [8]. Therefore, if high-complexity processors
are to be considered for highly critical applications, like ASILD in the automotive domain, new methodologies and tools for
the robustness verification step have to be devised [2].
Safety-critical systems industry uses simulation-based verification as a way to reduce the costs associated with the verification and validation of complex designs. Simulation-based
verification allows reducing verification and validation costs
as design threats and certification mismatches can be detected
before manufacturing. Simulation-based robustness verification
is typically carried out at RTL and gate-levels by performing
extensive fault-injection campaigns that require huge computation effort to achieve meaningful results. Further increasing the
level of abstraction of simulation-based fault injection will allow
reducing verification costs of current designs and affording the
simulation effort of high-complexity processor designs. In the
case of microcontrollers, the instruction set simulator (a.k.a.
TSIM) has been regarded as a potential candidate to carry
out the robustness verification at a high level of abstraction.
However, for TSIM’s to be used in the robustness verification
process it must be proven that by leveraging them accurate
results can be achieved.

Several recent works [7], [22] have been carried out showing
the potential and limitations of TSIM-based fault injection. In
this paper, we tackle the problem of increasing the confidence on
TSIM-based fault injections from a different angle. Rather than
focusing on correlating the result of TSIM fault-injections with
higher-accuracy fault-injection methodologies like the RTL or
gate-level, we elaborate on the effective utilization of fault models for increasing the confidence on TSIM-based fault injections.
In particular we analyze the effect that applying low-level fault
models to the available nets in an RTL processor model causes
in architectural registers. Architectural registers are a typical
target for performing fault injection using TSIMs [13][25].
In this paper there are 2 main contributions: (i) our extensive
injection in the RTL description of a safety-related processor
reveals that a single fault activated in the combinational logic
or hidden registers propagates into multiple complex errors
manifestations in the architectural elements of the processor,
and (ii) injection of single error models in higher levels of
abstraction is shown to have different effects in terms of
dependability than more complex fault models derived from
contribution (i).
The analysis and results of this paper show that blindly
applying low-level fault models to perform fault injections using
TSIM might lead to wrong conclusions. Also, by injecting in
a TSIM faults according to the high-level behaviour of faults
injected at low-level (e.g., RTL) different error profiles are
achieved. In particular, we show that low-level permanent faults
manifest as intermittent faults in architectural registers, which
may compromise their effective detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the required background on fault models. Section III
shows the characterization of the low-level faults model manifestation in architectural registers. In Sections IV and V a case
study showing the impact of accurately capturing high-level
behavior of low-level fault models is presented and analyzed,
respectively. Finally, Section VI presents some related work and
our conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
The simulation-based robustness verification process requires
the definition of suitable fault models accurately representing
common cause faults of a given component. In this section we
review the most widely known fault models and how these fault
models are adapted to deal with several abstraction levels.
A. Low-level Fault Models
In this paper we consider those low-level fault models targeting abstraction levels lower than the microarchitectural level
(TSIM) such as gate-level and RTL. Typical examples of lowlevel fault models are the stuck-at fault model, the open-line, the
resistive bridging, and propagation delay. We refer the interested

reader to the fault catalogue given in [28] for a more detailed list
of typical microcontroller faults and their corresponding faultmodel.
B. Microarchitectural Fault-models
We distinguish two main approaches to perform fault injections using microarchitectural simulators. The first approach
consists of using low-level fault models and applying them
directly to the possible injection targets. Typical TSIM injection
targets are the different memory structures like, RAM and
caches [24], and the architectural registers [13], [25]. The
second approach consists on defining specific microarchitectural
level fault models affecting specific microcontroller modules.
For instance, some failures produced in the register data flow
are the incorrect selection of input operands or the incorrect
access to the register file [4]. For the injection of such complex
microarchitectural fault models TSIM must be provided with a
detailed definition of the affected structures to be able to model
their buggy behavior.
Regardless of the approach used existing TSIM-based injection methodologies are not enough for the derivation of diagnostic coverage and failure rate metrics as required by certification
standards such as ISO26262 [9]. However, by increasing the
accuracy of TSIM-based fault injection, design flaws can be
detected earlier in the design timeline, thus reducing verification
time and costs.
III. C HARACTERIZING THE BEHAVIOR OF RTL FAULT

workload execution. These were active for 1.5 times the clock
period, to ensure no time filtering takes place. This allows to
improve coverage of the possible outcomes no matter the logic
state of the system at the time of injection. The total is 52460
experiments of transient faults per workload.
Several workloads comprising some EEMBC automotive [23]
and Mälardalen [12] benchmarks have been executed in the
RTL simulator. Results of the golden run (simulation in the
absence of faults) are compared with the ones after injection
to determine the outcome of fault injections. We have focused
on the register file and system registers to determine that an
error has been produced when a mismatch in the state of these
registers is found after comparison with the status of the golden
run registers. We focus on the architectural registers only as they
are a typical target for injection using TSIM. In the following
we present the results of the fault injection experiments at the
RTL level.
B. Error multiplicity
In this paper define error multiplicity as the number of different architectural registers a single injected fault can reach and
upset during the execution of the workload. Error multiplicity
values are shown in Figure 1 for permanent faults and in Figure
2 for transient faults.
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A. Methodology
We use an RTL description of the Leon3 [27] processor.
The Leon3 processor is an in-order processor with integer and
floating-point pipelines. Results and conclusions presented in
this section while not directly applicable to other processor
configurations will likely hold for similar processor architectures but not for significantly different architectures like those of
out-of-order processors. From the available nodes of the Leon3
description we inject all the nodes within the integer unit of the
processor i.e. all available microcontroller nodes except those
representing the cache memories and the register file. The reason
for excluding those nodes is twofold. First, caches and registerfile data in microcontrollers targeting safety critical applications
are typically protected, meaning that faults originated within
these structures can be effectively detected. Second, fabs can
provide a model for faults directly affecting registers, but for
those faults which take place at elements which have a logic
path towards them, the only way to account for the impact they
have in the former ones is to perform thorough simulation.
Faults have been injected using an injection and analysis
tool named FALLES [6] that employs simulation commands
as described in [17]. For the faultload we use permanent and
transient single fault models. Permanent fault models considered
are stuck-at-1, stuck-at-0 and open-line while the transient fault
model considered is the transient indetermination [11]. For each
permanent fault model, every target node has been injected
once at the beginning of the workload, totaling 5246 injection
experiments per workload. However, for transient faults 10
injection experiments per target node have been performed,
each injection applied at different randomly chosen instants of
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The figures show a set of interesting information. First of all,
in Figure 1 we can appreciate a range which varies between
1.3 and 3.76 affected registers on average, depending on the
workload and permanent fault model. What that means is,
though executed workload and fault model have an influence,
the averaged value can go as high as nearly 4 affected architectural registers per single fault occurred in the integer
pipeline. It is not common practice today to test wrong values
of 4 different registers concurrently, so the coverage of realworld dependability threats happened at the combinational side
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C. Error repetitions
In order to understand the way a single fault model impacts
in the architectural registers throughout time, we perform an
analysis on the amount of times an error appears in the same
register while executing the benchmark (error repetitions). This
information is relevant since an error can ‘disappear’ when it
is overwritten, which masks the error, but then reappear when
the logic masking is no longer active. A number of repetitions
per benchmark, obtained by averaging the values for every
architectural register, is shown for permanent faults in Figure 3
and for transient
faultserror
in Figure
4. per Register
Average
repetitions

stuck-at-1 shows the highest number of average repetitions as
compared to stuck-at-0 or open-line. This is due to masking
affecting more a high logic value than a low one in the case
of 4 out of 5 benchmarks, i. e. there are more ‘1’s than ‘0’s
in the logic alive values of those benchmarks. Interestingly, in
firFn the opposite happens, so there is a higher logic masking
for ‘0’s. For open-line a reduced value tells that those errors
are not easily masked, in the way that when they appear it is
strange to see them disappear (but not impossible, since it is
not a flat 1 value). This observation is supported with evidence
next.
Also, if attention is put on a specific fault model, for instance
stuck-at-1, the values change from 1.72 to 8.88 times according
to different benchmarks. This means that, contrarily to the
intuition of applying a permanent fault model to architectural
registers in the higher level assessment, the truth is that an
intermittent model will better mimic what permanent damage
in the combinational logic can cause. To illustrate this fact, in
the left hand side of Figure 5, the error duration histogram
shows precisely the fact that very few of the errors lasted until
the end of execution (i.e. appeared as permanent), as opposed to
those which lasted a finite amount of time and were recurrent.
If the open line model is studied, the situation is the opposite.
In right hand side of Figure 5 the duration histogram of such
hardly repeated errors tells that once an open line has hit the
architectural registers it is hardly masked since it is not later
rewritten with
correct values.
Err durations, ttsprk
# of errors

is suboptimal, not considering the extreme cases. Of course,
the higher the number of utilized registers by the workload
the potentially higher values of multiplicity can appear. It is
important to mention that at the RTL open-line faults are
propagated as an indeterminate value and thus not logically
masked. Therefore, open line multiplicity values instead of
representing the actual multiplicity of a physical open line
represent an upper bound of the actual error multiplicity.
Moving to Figure 2, a comparison with Figure 1 shows
interesting facts. The trend of permanent fault models is not
totally followed in this case, where rspeed, canrdr and ttsprk
show rather high values of multiplicity compared to permanent
faults, while matmult and firFn show smaller values. In general,
a lower maximum across benchmarks is found for transient
faults, what makes sense taking into consideration these faults
last much less time active so they should not have time to reach
so many registers. Even though, up to 2.14 average multiplicity
indicates that a single register injection will not cover adequately
the underlying reality.
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In the first chart, there is a wide disparity across benchmarks
and fault models. If we compare across permanent fault models,
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Moving to Figure 4, what is pretty evident is that for transient
faults the values are barely above 1, meaning that hardly ever
a transient indetermination fault in the pipeline will cause a
recurrent error in an architectural register. In other words, when
such faults hit the architectural registers they are not masked
temporarily but a certain percentage of them is definitely cleared
after some time.
D. Error bit upsets
Up to this point, we have acknowledged that multiple and
intermittent errors have to be introduced to improve coverage

of what can happen in the on-board embedded systems. In this
section we discuss about the error bit upsets i.e, the number of
affected bits of each register originated from a single fault.
Figure 7 shows the average number of error bit upsets in
architectural registers for permanent fault models, and Figure 8
does the sameAverage
for transient
fault models.
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In the permanent faults case, a minimum of 2.9 and a
maximum of 6.57 bits across benchmarks and models (out of 32
bit register sizes) are upset in average. These are rather elevated
values, far from single bit upset models.
For the transient faults case, the story is hardly different.
It is true though, that a smaller number of bit-upsets applies
in general for every benchmark, with special incidence in
some of them –see ttsprk dropping from 3.09 or more down
to 1.65. Only the ttsprk case shows average values below 2
considering permanent and transient faults, so again multi-bit
models for architectural registers seem to be the safest bet in
the representativity context.
IV. C ASE S TUDY: M ODELED A RCHITECTURE
In this section we analyze how a high-level (TSIM) characterization of low-level (RTL) faults behavior helps increasing
the effectiveness of fault injections at high level (TSIM) of
abstraction. To do so, we have modeled a lockstep architecture resembling the AURIX [16] processor. Lockstep architectures like the Infineon AURIX [16] and ST microelectronics SPC56EL60L5ST133 [26] processor are complex designs
widely employed in the context of highly critical automotive
applications for which using effective robustness verification
steps using high abstraction level simulators result very beneficial [13], [14].

A. Processor Model
We consider a processor resembling the Infineon AURIX
5-core processor1 [16]. Such architecture has been modeled
with an enhanced version of the SoCLib simulation framework [19] with TriCore binaries [29] to implement a cycleaccurate pipelined in-order core architecture similar to the
AURIX processor [16]. We are interested in analyzing the
behavior of two of its cores operating in lockstep mode. As
in the AURIX processor, those cores operate in a way that
the leading thread runs few cycles ahead of the trailing thread.
A simple hardware checker is placed in between the trailing
core and the shared communication network. During lockstep
operation, the hardware checker stalls the bus accesses of the
trailing core and snoops leading thread activity (data, interrupts,
exceptions, etc.). On each bus access of the leading core, the
checker compares the values (address and data if any) against
those of the trailing core. On a mismatch an error is reported
raising the corresponding interrupt. If no mismatch is detected,
the trailing core remains in the same state as the leading core.
For instance, leading and trailing cores are allowed to proceed
if the memory or I/O request does not require any answer, as
for write operations.
B. Applications and System Software
Complex processor architectures like the Infineon AURIX
processor are ideal candidates for the consolidation of several
applications of different criticalities in the same chip. While
in current systems only one highly critical application (e.g.,
ASIL D) is executed in the platform in the future it is expected
having applications of different criticalities integrated onto the
same system to maximize the performance provided by recent
designs of multicore embedded processors [1].
Currently, with one application running in the lockstep architecture the most effective recovery mechanism consists of reseting and re-starting the execution when an error is detected [15].
However, in a context where several applications can be scheduled to run simultaneously in the same processor this approach
is not valid anymore and efficient recovery mechanisms based
on effective checkpointing have to be deployed [14]. For this
case study we consider several mixed-criticality applications
executing simultaneously in the processor and the recovery
is based on the effective checkpointing mechanism proposed
in [14].
C. Error Injection Methodology
We have performed error injections in the register file using
a TSIM of the aforementioned processor. The fault injection
has been carried out using two different methodologies: (i) a
plain fault injection (PFI) methodology and (ii) a smart fault
injection (SFI) methodology. For the PFI we considered lowlevel fault models cause an analogous low-level effect to the
architectural registers. For instance, a transient error is modeled
as a single-bit upset in a random bit position of an architectural
register whose value can be modified when it is overwritten.
We consider transient and permanent fault models.
For the SFI we consider that both transient and permanent
faults do not necessarily manifest in architectural registers in
the same way they manifest when applied directly to an RTL
net. In particular, we use the main properties shown in previous
section to build a more complex fault model where multiplicity,
1 Only 3 cores can be used effectively since the other 2 operate in lockstep
mode with 2 of the usable cores.
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B. Error Repetitions
As shown in Section III permanent errors affecting processor
internals manifest intermittently in the architectural registers.
While the intermittent behavior of permanent errors does not
challenge the detection coverage of the lockstep architecture
per se, this behavior compromises the effectiveness of error recovery. The reason is that even using a fine-grain checkpointing
mechanism like the one proposed in [14] where checkpointing
frequency can be increased at low cost, permanent errors might
not be effectively (on a timely manner) detected if they are not
present in the architectural register at the time the checkpointing
mechanism exposes architectural registers to the on-chip bus.
Figure 10 shows the percentage of permanent errors that can be
detected. Only values for stuck-at-1 (s1) and open-line (ol) fault
models are shown in the plot as they represent the two extremes:
highly intermittent behavior (s1) and quasi-permanent behavior
(ol). For injections we have considered as fault duration the
one obtained in the analysis in Section III. As shown in the
figure even for the highest checkpointing frequencies in [14]
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C. Error Bit Upsets
To analyze the effects of multiple bit upsets we have carried
out fault injection experiments varying the number of bits that
are affected in the architectural registers. Figure 11 shows the
profile of errors for a single bit affected in the architectural
registers (BU1) and when considering two bits (BU2). As shown
in the figure the effect of having multiple bit upsets in the
architectural registers that are generated within the core is not
as important as the effect of multiplicity or error repetitions. For
example the masking of faults is decreased only by 7% when
considering 2 bit upsets while for the case of a multiplicity of
2 (M2) the masking factor decreased by 2.3×.
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A. Multiplicity
To quantify the impact of error’s multiplicity we compare the
results of injecting errors using PFI and SFI methodologies. To
decouple the rest of effects for this study we consider SFI only
takes into account multiplicity effects. In particular, for every
fault injection we poison a variable number of registers ranging
from 1 to the expected multiplicity value according to the low
level fault model considered. We show results only for the case
of transient fault models. The analysis for permanent faults is
not shown due to lack of space, but conclusions are analogous
as for transient faults.
Figure 9 shows the impact of error’s multiplicity in the
architectural system and user registers. Following the results
of the analysis in Section III we consider that the maximum
expected multiplicity for the transient indetermination fault
model is 2. Results show that even for multiplicity 2 (M2) the
error profile changes significantly. On average the percentage of
masked faults varies from 39% to 16.6% for the cases of M1
and M2, respectively.

% errors

V. C ASE S TUDY: R ESULTS
For the comparison of PFI and SFI methodologies we ran
several EEMBC benchmarks in the simulator and collected
statistics. Next, we present the comparison of the approaches
focusing on the impact of multiplicity, repetitions, and the
multiple bit upsets.

the percentage of faults not effectively detected (per checkpoint)
is around 94% for stuck-at-1 but just 3% for open line. When
going to lower checkpointing frequencies, those recommended
to avoid heavily impacting the performance, the rates for undetected (per checkpoint) stuck-at-1 faults and open line stay the
same for the case of an inter-checkpointing interval of 10,000
cycles.
The immediate conclusion we draw from these results is that
using a PFI can lead to erroneous conclusions. For example
100% permanent errors detection coverage is expected for
permanent fault models when injection is applied directly to
the architectural registers [13]. However, as shown, this is far
from being the case when faults occur in other components and
propagate to the registers since faults can manifest intermittently, hindering
detection.
Err. durations,
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repetitions, and heterogeneity are taken into account as detailed
in the next section.
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Effects of multiple bit upsets on error distribution.

VI. R ELATED W ORK
Fault injection methodologies are widely employed for the
microcontrollers robustness verification in the automotive do-

main [22]. Fault injection experiments can be performed at
several abstraction levels to exploit the existing accuracy cost
trade-off [2]. RTL and gate-level fault injection experiments
are the most adopted approaches to perform the certification
of hardware products against standards [9].
Practitioners have performed fault injection at the logic and
RTL levels using different techniques. A widely-used method
is the injection in the HDL through simulator commands [17],
which works well for most of the fault models described in the
literature.
The majority of works on estimating reliability at the microarchitectural level (TSIM) focus on determining the architectural
vulnerability factor (AVF) [21]. The AVF is computed by
obtaining the percentage of the architectural bits contributing
to the processor’s reliability. A similar approach is the one in
[3] where the concept of instruction vulnerability factor (IVF)
is proposed to evaluate how faults in every instruction affect the
final application output.
The suitability of fault models targeting different levels of
abstraction was studied in [11] were fault model representativeness was validated for logic/RTL levels. On the contrary,
for higher abstraction levels like the TSIM some works have
pointed out the difficulties of correlating the results with experiments at the physical level [18] because low-level fault
models cannot be directly applied to architectural simulators. A
first attempt of correlating TSIM and logic/RTL fault injection
experiments was done in [20] focusing on the correspondence
between low-level fault models and microarchitectural failure
scenarios. Later, authors in [7] showed that RTL fault injection
experiments can be correlated with architectural metrics for
the case of permanent faults. However, up to our knowledge,
none of the previous studies analyzed the main manifestation
properties of RTL fault models in the architectural registers for
the presented fault models and how high-level fault models can
be derived effectively to perform TSIM-based fault injection.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Microcontroller verification based on fault-injection is a key
approach to carry out the robustness verification step of safetycritical systems. TSIM fault injection has been regarded recently
as a low-cost, flexible and accurate framework platform for fault
injection. However, so far fault models have been applied in the
registers of a TSIM in the same way as in the nodes of RTL or
gate-level descriptions.
In this paper we show that the behavior of faults in the
registers – the main visible component in a TSIM – differs
significantly from the original fault models injected in combinational nodes. Therefore, our analysis proves that fault models
in low-level descriptions need to be applied differently in the
registers of a TSIM. We support this conclusion by comparing
the error detection capabilities of an automotive microcontroller
in front of the original fault models applied to registers and
their true manifestation in the registers obtained from RTL fault
injection.
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